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The Sidney Green Street Band story begins, of course, in a classic
Track List
roadhouse in Northern New Jersey called the Great Notch Inn,
1. Bye, Bye,
where four prolific musicians….and the closest of friends….
2. Sadie
explosively deliver an exceptionally wide-ranging musical allure
3. Divine
Sure, the band’s name pays homage to a long dead British actor. And yeah,
that infuses
good
southern
rock
′n
roll
with
elements
of
rhythm
&
:
ALBUM HALF LIVE
nearly all its members have performed and recorded with big-name UK4.
rock Get It Ba
legends. But make no mistake, Half Live, the third release from the Sidney
blues and
jazz.
RELEASE
DATE: JULY 23, 2017
5. One Goo
GENRE: ROCK

Green Street Band, is a one-hundred-percent all-American rock & roll record.

6.

Bama Bo

the deep-south musical
roots ofand
its singer,
guitarist and chief
The Sidney Green Street BandFueled
is aby guitar-band,
plain
simple,
7. Some Thi
songwriter
Lance
Doss,
and
driven
by
a
group
of
guys
with stage and session
: best rhythm section in New York…or anywhere for that
TRACKS
featuring
the
credits that run impressively deep, Half Live is a whole lot of fun to listen Never Go
SHOALS
matter.1. MUSCLE
Guitarists
Justin Jordan
and
Doss are exceptionally
to. Doss
putsLance
his Alabama-swamp-rock
street cred on display right out8.
of thePayin' Th
2. LAST BEER AND TESTAMENT
gate with “Muscle Shoals,” a bluesy, gruff, guitar-laden ode to the legendary
agile guitarists;
3. ONE ALONE equally adept at channeling a legendary slice of
9. My Pride
Northern Alabama recording studio. From there, things really get rolling as
4. NEXT TIME
Quicksilver-era psychedelia asthethey
areband
atdeftly
evoking
the
bittersweet
10. Number
tight-knit
swings from
southern
rock to psychedelia to blues
5. DON’T MAKE THAT GIRL CRY
and back
again. Half Brothers.
of the 12 tracks are The
(surprise!)
recorded live during 11.
one ofConsume
twin guitar
of the
Allman
forceful
6. STAYIN’harmonies
ALL NIGHT
the band’s legendary sets at their unofficial home base, The Great Notch Inn in
7. I BELONG
(LIVE) of the rhythm
syncopated
drive
section is the legendary Steve
North Jersey. “Last Beer and Testament” stands as perhaps the world’s greatest
8. MISS UNDERSTOOD (LIVE)
Holley 9.(Paul
McCartney, Elton boozy
John,
Joe
and
IanallHunter)
tribute
to, Cocker
well, beer. And
“Stayin’
Night” puts on
the band’s straight-up
BAD BAD WAY (LIVE)
bar-blues
chops on
display.Dion, Gary US Bonds)
MANPaul
ON A MISSION
drums10.
and
Page(LIVE)
(Ian Hunter,
John
Cale,
11. 	I AIN’T SLEEPING WITH
All the tracks on the first part of Half Live are tight, well-produced and
on bass. THE LIGHTS ON (LIVE)
12. ROCK STAR (LIVE)

lots of fun. But, to be honest, listening to these live tracks is nothing short
of awesome.

Contact
Vocalist Doss, born and raised in Alabama, brings a myriad of
The chemistry between guitarists Justin Jordan (Garland Jeffreys) and lance.doss@g
Doss
colors CONTACT:
to the southern based roots
that
form
his
foundation;
rousing
(John Cale) really comes to life on stage, as they effortlessly shift between
bone-rattling riffs and soulfully melodic Allman Brothers-esque jams. The
and rebellious.
lance.doss@gmail.com

Facebook
rhythm section, featuring the legendary Steve Holley (Paul McCartney,
Elton John, Joe Cocker, et al.) and Paul Page (Ian Hunter, John Cale)sidneygreenst
holds
sidneygreenstreetband
Doss’s songs
reflect some shared
emotional states and narrative
everything together in a cool, understated way throughout as the band plows
CD BABY real and imagined
threads both
amongst
band
members.
through six
rockin’ tracks,the
including
“I Belong,”
“Bad, Bad Way,” and the
CDBaby
thesidneygreenstreetband
album’s
fitting
closer:
“Rock
Star.”
In
short,
when
you
put
both
halves
of
thesidneygree
“Payin’ The Price” speaks to personal confession and “Some Things
this new release together, you end up with a whole helluva of a great album.

Ain’t Photo
Never
Gonna Change” is as smooth and pure as an
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Cover Art:reflection
Robb Allen
emotional
can be while still looking ahead. “Sadie,”
Special Thanks To Richie and The Great Notch Inn
which takes a detour to All Capp’s mythic hillbilly Dogpatch, is an

